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Chapter 1
Introduction
It has been long a desire of some people to create machines that think and reason
like people. One of the approaches that has been developed the last forty years
is the theory of neural networks. In developing this theory, people are trying to
model the structure of the brain by systems which have the same computational and
communication properties as the brain.
A main part of the research has been devoted to study how the braincells, the so
called neurons, work together because the neurons are responsible for the communi-
cation and computational properties of the brain. Unfortunately this information is
not complete; a big part of the action of the brain is still a mystery. But every year
new data becomes available and the models are adjusted.
In chapter 2 we'll discuss the action of the biological neuron. On the basis of the
things we know from neurophysiology, the first models for the artificial neuron were
developed, which we'll describe in chapter 3. The artificial neurons are the elements
of the neural networks, that basically have the same properties as the biological
neurons. The connection between the artificial neurons is similar to the anatomy of
the nervous system. In chapter 4 we'll study one of the most used neural network
models, namely the perceptron, which has been developed in the fifties.
A fundamental theorem, which will be proved in chapter 4, is the perceptron
convergence theorem. This theorem can only be proved under the assumption that2
the input vectors of the network can be linearly separated into two catagories. But
this is a strong assumption and in most practical cases this assumption isn't satisfied.
That's why we'll study in chapter 5 how the network reacts on input vectors which
aren't linearly separable. We'll study in particular in chapter 6 the case where the
input vectors are normally distributed.Chapter 2
The biological neuron
2.1Introduction
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A human brain contains over one hundred billion computing elements, called neurons.
The neurons communicate throughout the body by way of nerve fibers that make
perhaps one hundred trillion connections called synapses. This network of neurons
is responsible for all the phenomena that we call thought, emotion and cognition.
The exact manner in which this is accomplished is little understood, but much of the
physiological structure has been mapped and certain functional areas are gradually
yielding to determined research.
The neuron is the fundamental building block of the nervous system. It is a cell
similar to all cells in the body; however, certain critical specializations allow it to
perform all of the computational and communication functions within the brain.
As shown in figure 1 the neuron consists of three sections:
the cell body(with the cellular membrane)
the dendrites
the axon
Functionally, the dendrites receive the signals from other cells at connection points
called synapses.Figure 1. Components of a neuron
2.2The cell body
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The neurons in the adult brain do not regenerate: they must last a lifetime. This
means that all of the components must be continuously replacedand the materials
renewed as needed. Most of these maintenance activities take place in the cell body,
where a wide variety of complex molecules are produced.
The outer membrane of the neuron's cell body has the unique capability of gen-
erating nerve impulses, a vital function of the nervous system and central to its
computational abilities.
2.3The dendrites
Most input signals from other neurons enter the cell by way of the dendrites. On
the dendrites are synaptic connections where signals are received, usually from other
axons. Usually there is no physical or electrical connection made at the synapse.
Instead a narrow gap called the synaptic cleft seperates the dendrite from the trans-
mitting axon. See figure 2. Specialized chemicals that are released by the axon into
the synaptic cleft diffuse across to the dendrite. These chemicals, called neurotrans-
mitters, enter the cell body. Some of the neurotransmitters are excitatory and tendPRESYNAPTIC
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Figure 2. The synapse
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to cause the cell to "fire" and produce an output pulse. Others are inhibitory and
tend to suppress such a pulse. The neurotransmitters are combined to one signal.
The resulting action of the synapse will be called either excitatory or inhibitory.
The cell body combines the signals received over its dendrites and, if their re-
sultant signal is above its threshold, a pulse is produced that propagates down the
axon to other neurons(this is called the firing of a neuron).
2.4The axon
An axon may be as short as 0.1 millimeter or it can exceed 1 meter in length. Near its
end, the axon has multiple branches, each terminating in a synapse, where the signal
is transmitted to another neuron through a dendrite. In this way a single neuron can
generate a pulse that will activate or inhibit hundreds or thousands of other neurons.
It is this high degree of connectivity that gives the neuron its computational power.
The axon contains at the end of its branches spherical structures called synaptic
vesicles, each of which contains a great number of neurotransmitters. When a nerve
impulse arrives down the axon, some of these vesicles release their contents into the
synaptic cleft, thereby initiating the process of interneuron communication.6
2.5The cellular membrane
Communication in the brain is of two types: chemical signals across the synapses
and electrical signals within the neuron. It is the complex action of the membrane
that creates the cell's ability to produce and transmit both kind of signals.
The cell's internal sodium concentration is ten times lower than its surroundings
and its potassium concentration is ten times higher. These concentrations tend to
equalize through leaks in the cell due to pores in the membrane. To maintain the
necessary concentrations, a membrane protein, called a sodium pump, continuously
passes sodium out of the cell and potassium into the cell.
A neuron may have millions of such pumps, moving hundreds of millions of ions
in and out of the cell each second. The potassium concentration within the cell is
further increased by the presence of a large number of permanently open potassium
channels; that is, there are proteins that pass potassium ions readily into the cell,
but inhibit the passage of sodium. The combination of these two mechanisms is
responsible for creating and maintaining the dynamical chemical equilibrium in the
neuron.
The ionic concentration gradient across the cell membrane causes the interior of
the cell to assume an electrical potential of -70 millivolts relative to its surroundings.
When the synaptic inputs have reduced this level to approximately -50 millivolts
then the sodium and potassium flows are suddenly reversed. At this point, sodium
channels are opened, allowing sodium to flood into the cell. Shortly after opening,
the sodium channels close and potassium channels open. This allows potassium to
flow out of the cell.
Within a millisecond the interior of the cell becomes +50 millivolts. This results
in the firing of the cell and it sends an output impulse through the axon. Finally the
neurotransmitters are released into the synaptic cleft and the process continues on
to other neurons. After generating an action potential, the cell enters a refractory
period of several milliseconds, during which it returns to its resting potential in
preparation for the generating of another pulse.Chapter 3
The artificial neuron
3.1Introduction
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On the basis of the capacities and properties of the biological neuron, the first models
for the artificial neurons were developed.These are the elements of the neural
networks, which have properties designed to simulate the biological neurons. The
connection topology between the artificial neurons is similar to the anatomy of the
nervous system. Artificial neural networks have a lot of the same properties as the
brain, for example the ability to learn on the basis of observations.
Let us now look at one of the first models for an artificial neural network.
3.2The McCulloch-Pitts model
In 1943 McCulloch and Pitts published the first systematic study of artificial neural
networks. They were the first to notice that the properties of the nervous system
could give a model for a computer.
They made four assumptions, based on the neuro-picture of the time:
1. A neuron is either firing at time n or not.
2. A neuron cannot fire if at least one inhibitory synapse is active.
3. A neuron will fire if there are no active inhibitory synapses and if more than f
excitatory synapses are active, where f is a fixed positive number.8
4. The network topology is fixed for all time.
In spite of the fact that these assumptions were not all exactly true, this model was
very important. McCulloch and Pitts were the first who modelled the computational
capacities of the brain. This model led to better models in the future. Now let us
encapsulate their assumptions into a concrete mathematical model:
Index the neurons by 1, 2, ,N. Assume that the neurons are capable of multiple
synapses and also self-synapses. Fix f > 1.
Define W= [wig], a N x N matrix, by:
wiz =the number of synapses from neuron i to neuron j,
if there are no inhibitory synapses between i and j.
= oo ,otherwise.
Define F : {0,1}N 4 {0,1}N by:
F(x) = y
where
1if Ei xiwii > f <=> x wi > f
Yi =
0otherwise
where wi(wig, w2a, ,wNi) is the ith column of W.
Here x is the input signal and y the output signal, defined as follows:
and
1when neuron i has sent a charge
0otherwise
{1when neuron j will send a charge through its axon
0otherwise
In the fifties people developed another, more general model, based on the McCulloch-
Pitts model.
This model is the following:
A neuron j will have synapses from other neurons. Each synapse is given a weight
wig. The activity of the neuron which leads to this synapse has a value, which we
call xi.9
The neuron also has a threshold Op
The total activation of the neuron is: sj = OiEi wiixi.
The activity of the neuron is f (83),
where f is a bounded measurable function, called the transfer function.
Based on this model F. Rosenblatt developed in 1958 a special neural network, called
the Perceptron. We'll study this neural network in the next chapter.Chapter 4
The perceptron
4.1Introduction
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The perceptron is a neural network invented by F.Rosenblatt and described ina
paper published in1958.He developed this network based on the ideas of McCulloch
and Pitts. In1962Rosenblatt proved a theorem, dealing with the learning ability
of the perceptron.This theorem showed that the perceptron can be trained to
classify vectors into two groups.It does this automatically and always succeeds
when possible, that is when the vectors can be linearly separated from each other.
In the1960'sperceptrons created a great deal of interest and optimism. The
perceptrons were applied to such diverse problems as weather prediction, electrocar-
diogram analysis and artificial vision. It seemed for a time that the key to intelligence
had been found; reproducing the human brain was onlya matter of constructing a
large enough network.
The initial euphoria was replaced by disillusionment as perceptronswere found
to fail at certain simple learning tasks. The pereceptron failed to solve problems
superficially similar to those they had been successful in solving. These unexplained
failures launched a period of intense analysis. M.Minsky developed rigorous theorems
regarding network operation.His research led in1969to the publication of the
book "Perceptrons", in which he and S.Papert proved that theperceptrons were
theoretically incapable of solving many simple problems. This book resulted intoa
near eclipse of the artificial neural network research. Discouraged researchers left11
the field for areas of greater promise, government agencies redirected their funding
and artificial neural networks lapsed into obscurity for nearly two decades.
The invention of the backpropagation algorithm in 1982 has played a large part
in the resurgence of interest in artificial neural networks. Adding extra layers of
neurons to the network led to a dramatic expanding of problems to which artificial
neural networks can be applied. From then on there has been an explosive increase
in the amount of research activity and better and better models have been developed
to approximate the learning process of the brain.
Let us now look at the perceptron model, that has been developed in the early days
of artificial neural networks.
4.2The perceptron algorithm
The perceptron is a neural network composed of M processing units, which are also
outputs of the system and N input units, where information from the environment
is sent in. Each input unit n synapses onto each output unit m and a weight wrim
is assigned to this synapse. Each output unit m also has a threshold Om. These
parameters are considered adjustable and will be changed by the system in response
to experience(the "learning" of the network).
See figure 3.
An input vector x = (x1,,xN) E RN is fed into the perceptron, where xn is the
activity of the input unit 71. The output of the perceptron is a vector y= yw(x) =
(yi,, yM) E{0, 1}m where ym is the activity of the output unit m and is defined
by:
{Ym = (Yw(x))771 =
1if x wm > Om
0otherwise
where wm = (wim, w2m, ,wArni) E RN.
Suppose that there are K non-zero vectors xl,, xK ERN.
There are also M properties, which each of these vectors eitherpossess or not,
that is:X2
Ss
Figure 3. The perceptron
(9k) Y1
(02) Y2
(OM ) --- YM
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3t : RN{0, l}m such that Vi{1, ...,K}Vm E {1,,M}
1if x2 has property 171
(t(Xj))m =
0otherwise
t(xi) Is called the desired output and y(xi) the observed output for input vector xi
and weight matrix W.
Now suppose that X1, X2,...is an arbitrary sequence, randomly chosen from
{x1, ,xK}. We say that the input vector X, has been classified correctly if t(Xi) =
y(Xj), so when the desired output and the observed output are the same. After a
correct classification we don't have a reason to adjust our weight matrix, but after
a misclassification we do. We try to construct an algorithm in which the perceptron
adjusts its weights to try to "learn" the classifications given by the function t.
That is we try to construct an algorithm which adjusts the weights such that after a
finite number of misclassifications every input vector Xi will be correctly classified,
i.e. we try to find a weight matrix W such that:
t(Xi) = y(Xi) for all input vectors X.13
We first make some reductions to simplify notation and that will lose no desired
generality:
Assume M = 1. This can be done without loss of generality since our learning
rule for property m will only involve wm, Om and the Mth coordinate of t(X).
The perceptron function now becomes:
Yw (X) = 1(sw>--8)
Next assume 0 = 0. This is also no loss since the effect of 0 may be recaptured
by adding an additional input unit whose activity is always 1:
If x = (xi,...,xN) and w = (wi,...,wN) E RN set x= (x1,...,xN,1) and
ti5 = (w1,,wN, 0).
Then there holds:
yw(x) = 1 <=> x w > 0 4# "X'7.7) > O.
So the perceptron function has become after these reductions:
yw(x) =
Now for the learning rule:
if x w > 0
0otherwise
At time 0 begin with an arbitrary weight wo E RN.
The weight at time n will be wn.
At this time the perceptron receives the input vector
There are four possibilities:
Xn+l
1. t(Xii+i) = y(X,i+i) = = 1
So Xn+1 has been classified correctly, when the weight vectorwn is used. We
have no reason to change our weight vector, so the algorithm becomes:
wn+1 = wn2. t(Xn+i) = Y(Xn+i) =
14
Same story, so the algorithm is again:
wn +1 = wn
3. t(Xn+i) = 1 and y(Xn+i) = 0
So Xn+i hasn't been correctly classified when we use the weight vector wn. We
want to change the weight in such a way that the perceptron will be "closer"
to giving a desired value of 1 the next time it has Xn+i as its input vector. So
we want to make the innerproduct Xn+i w larger. We define:
Wn+1 = wn11-X-n+1 with> 0 fixed
4. t(Xn+i) = 0 and y(Xn+i) = 1
Same story as in 3, but now we want to make the innerproduct Xn+1 w smaller.
We set:
wn +1 = wn7/Xn-I-1
Combining these four cases, we derive the following perceptron algorithm:
wn+1 = wn + Awn = wn7i[t(Xn-Fi)y.(X.+1)1X.+3.
Here 7/ is a fixed, positive parameter.
This process of adjustments of the weights results in the "training" of the network.
The network is "learning" itself so that it can correctly classify the input vectors.
4.3The perceptron convergence theorem
We will show that if a weight vector exists to correctly classify xl,, xKthen the
above perceptron learning rule will converge. In particular there will be a No such
that:
n > NoAwn = 0
First a definition.15
Definition 4.1 (Linearly separability)
Let F C RN\{0}.
Let t: F{0,1}.
Define F = {(x,t(x)) : x E F}
We say F is linearly separable if there is a hyperplane in RN so that all vectors x E F
with t(x) = 1 are on one side and all vectors x E F with t(x) = 0 are on the other.
That is
if 3w E RN so:
x w > 0 for all x E F with t(x) = 1
x w < 0 for all x E F with t(x) = 0
Let G = {(xk, t(xk)),1 < k < K}, with {x1, ,x.h-} a collection of non-zero input
vectors, as in section 4.2. Now define a to be the following:
G= .pk}RN \ {0}, with
xk = Xk if t(xk) = 1
xk= -Xkif t(xk) = 0
There holds the following:
G is linearly separable .#>. 37.-b such that xti.) > 0,Vx E
So without loss of generality we can make our final reduction and assume that
t(xk) = 1,V1 < k < K,
because the we consider a instead of G.
Now let's formulate and prove the perceptron convergence theorem.
Theorem 4.1 (Perceptron Convergence Theorem, Rosenblatt 1962)
Let F C RN satisfy t(x) = 1, Vx E F.
Let X1, X2,...be an arbitrary sequence from F.
Let wo be arbitrary and n > 0 fixed. Let wn be the weight vector at time n.
Assume that F is linearly separable, i.e.
> 0 3Cv E RN, II *I< 00 s.t.x > > 0,Vx E Fand also assume
16
aM < co so11 x 11"//,.xEF
Then the perceptron converges, i.e.
3No so [ wn = wivc, and y(Xn) = 1],Vn > No
So there will be only a finite number of misclassifications and a finite number of
weight adjustments.
Proof
Suppose that there had been L changes in w at time n (that is Ln misclassifications)
and that one of these just occurred, which is no restriction.
Since Awn0 we have:
71)wn+i = zi5(w. + Awn) = (th wn)11(zi,Xn+i)_?_.ti)wn 718
By applying the same procedure we find:
ivwn+i > wo + ri(Ln1)(5 + 71,5 = it5wo + 71-Ln6
Also:
11 Wn+1 112 = (wnOwn) (A/Own)
= 11 wn 112 +271(Xn+1 wn) +1)211Xn+1
C IIwn 112 +211(Xn+i wn) + 112 M2
5-II wn 112 +772m2
112
(4.1)
The last inequality follows because at time n we had a misclassification,so y(Xn+i)
had to be 0 and so Xn+1 wn < 0.
Following the same procedure we find:
II Wn+1 11211 WO 112 +(Ln 1
)772A4-2
7/2 M2 II WO 112 +Ln712M2(4.2)
Combining (4.1), (4.2) and using Cauchy-Schwarz, we conclude:
zi)W077Ln6 < thwn+1 < II11)III w.+1 II C IILi)IIVIIwo 112 + L.712m2Hence:
Cvwo + < 111:611V11wo 112 + 1,072M2
17
So Lr, is bounded in a rather implicit way, with a bound which doesn't depend on n.
That finishes the proof.
018
Chapter 5
The case where the input vectors aren't linearly separable
5.1Introduction
In chapter 4 we constructed an algorithm such that, in the case where the input
vectors are bounded and can be linearly separated from each other, after a finite
number of misclassifications every input vector Xi will be correctly classified. So if
there exists a weight vector w that can linearly separate the input vectors from each
other, then the perceptron algorithm converges to such a vector. But the linearly
separability-assumption is a very strong assumption. In most cases in practice the
two sets {x :t(x) = 1} and {x :t(x) = 0} aren't linearly separable.In this
case we cannot tell from the perceptron convergence theorem whether our algorithm
converges or not.
From now on we'll study classification problems where the input vectors aren't lin-
early separable.
5.2 A sufficient condition for ergodicity
Let the set of input vectors {Z,, n> 0} be an independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) sequence, defined on a space 3 C Rn. Assume that Ell Z1 ll<co, i.e.
II zdv(z) < oo
where ll ll
measure of
denotes the Euclidian norm in IV and v) is the induced probability19
Also make the assumption that the measure v is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue
measure A on Rn, that is
VA C Rn :A(A) = 0 implies v(A) = 0
So Z1 has a density function, denoted by f.
Finally make the same reduction as before, namely that t(x) = 1 for all input vectors
x.
Remember the perceptron algorithm:
wn-I-1 = wn + 77Zni-1 [i (Zni-1)Ywr,(Zni-1)1
with 77 a fixed positive number and
yw(Zn+i ) -.=1(wn-Zlii-i >0)
In our case we can rewrite this algorithm in the following way:
wn +1 = wn + 77Zn+11(wnZn+1 <0)
Assume that wo E IV is a random vector.
The process {wk, k > 0} is a Markov process, i.e.the conditional distribution of
wn+i given the values of {wo, w1, ... , wn} just depends on the value of wn:
P(wn+iA I wo = xo,, wn =xn) = P(wn+i E A I wn= xn)
Knowing that our weight vectors form a Markov process,we can prove the following
lemma:
Lemma 5.1
If we define
P(x, A) := P(wn-Fi E A 1wn = x) , x E Ril , AC R"
then { P(x,)} is strongly continuous, i.e.
VA C Rn, Borel measurable:P(x, A) is a continuous function in x20
Proof
Fix A C IV, a Borel measurable set. Fix x E Rn.
Then either x E A or x 0 A.
Case 1: x 0 A
Because A is closed we can find an i, such that11 xi 11is small enough so that
A.
Now:
P(x, A)
= P(x + 77 Z 1(s.z<o) E A)
= P(x+7ZEA,xZ<O)-F P(x0A,xZ>0)
= P(x+77.ZEA,xZ<O)
=: P(BsnCs)
where Bs := Ix + 77Z E Al,Cx := {x Z < 0}.
The same calculation gives: P(x, A) =P(Bin C.i).
Now we have by the A-inequality:
I P(x, A)PC' X,A) 1
=
I P(Bsncx)P(./3n C..) I
1 P(Bxncx) P(13i.n Cx)I + I P(13xncx)p(13.nc'') I
P(Bs.LB.$) + P(CsACi)
where BsAB±, = (Bs.8.s.)U (By.Bs) denotes the symmetric difference.
Now
=
P(BsAl3i)
P( {i1Z + x E A}A{qZ + x E A })
P({77Z+x 0 A,77Z-1--th(%A} U {77Z-Ei E A,71Z-1-x0,4})
(5.1)P(ZA-x
with
=
,Z P(Z E ,Z -11=x-ri (5.2)
,Zd A--th)
)
f 1A-x (Z) 1(A;±)c(z)f(z) dz
f 1A-x (Z) 1(.4,7x ),(Z)f(z)dz
f1(ATTx y(z + 6) 1 A-x (z)f(z)dz,where 6 :=
fg(z6)h(z)dz
where the integrals are taken over Rn and g(z) := 10;sy andh(z):= 1(A,7)(z)f (z).
21
What happens if we letconverge to x, i.e.11 b 11-4 0
lim116110 g(z +6) = lim11611-.01(7x)c(z +=: lim11611-,01B(z + 6) =
= lim11611-401(B-8)(z) = 1B(z) = g(z) a.e. Rn
Also:I g(z (5)h(z)I 5f(z)for all z and 6, wherefis an integrable function. So
by the dominated convergence theorem we conclude that:
11611--.
lim
0
Ig(z (5) h(z)dz =Jg(z)h(z) dz=I1(A;,,),(z) 10,7)(z)f(z)dz = 0
We get: P( Z E ,Z ) 0 as 11 x 0
The same calculation gives:
A Ax P( Z E ,Z ) 0 as H x 0
By combining (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) we get that:
(5.3)
(5.4)
BsABth- ) -4 0 as 11 x 11* 0 (5.5)
Now look at:
= { Z :x Z < 0, Z >0 U xZ> 0,Z < 0 }22
Then, as x 0 this set converges to a (n-1)-dimensional hyperplane Hx :=
: x Z = 0 }, which has Lebesgue measure zero in Rn.
For example see figure 4.
{Z :x Z =0}
Hr= {Z: Z x =0)
Figure 4. An illustration for case 1 in Lemma 5.1
We assumed that v = P Z-1 is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure
in IV, i.e.
VA C :A(A) = 0 implies v(A) = 0
Hence:
P( CsACx. )P( Z E Hx) = v(Hx) =0 as x 11-4 0
So by (5.1), (5.5) and (5.6) we conclude that:
P(x, A) X, A) 1---4 0 as11 xx 0
that is
P(x, A) is a continuous function in x when x (0 A
Case 2 : x E A
(5.6)
Fix> 0.
Take an open set U C R." such that x E Al :=UnAcAandP(y,A1)<.i for all
y E
Define A2 := A \A1 C A.23
Then:
P(x,A)
P(x +71Z1(x Z < 0) E A )
P( xnZ1(x Z < 0) E Al) + P(x +7/Z1(x Z < 0) E A2 )
P(x, Ai) + P(x, A2)
Now:
P(x,A)P(x, A) 1
IP(x, Ai)P(x, Al)P(x, A2) A2) I
P(x, Ai) Ai)+ IP(x, A2) A2) I
E + 1P(x,A2)P(x, A2)
Now because xA2, we can apply the results derived in case 1 for x and A2 and
conclude that:
So we get:
Hence:
38,:11 x x 11 < SE
1P(x, A2) A2)1 < c
345,:11 x 11 < SE = 1P(x, A)P(X,A)I < 2c
P(x, A) is a continuous function in x, when x E A
We conclude, by combining case 1 and case 2, that
VA C R" :P(x, A) is a continuous function in x24
Assume that the conditions preceding lemma 5.1 are still satisfied.
Also assume that we are in the non-separable case, that is no w E 13." correctly
classifies (this is called "frustration") i.e.
P(Zw<O) > 0 for all w E Rn
Then we have the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2
There exists a compact set K C Rn, with A(K) > 0, such that:
30 < c < oo such that E(w Ti+1 II wnwn = x) < c for all xK
and
30 <B<oosuchthatE(Ilwn+i IIw,II Iwn = x) < B for all x E K
Proof
Define Ax := P( Z x < 0 ): the probability that a misclassification
occurs at x0.
Then Adx = P( Z dx < 0) = P( Z x <0)= Ax for all d E (0, oo).
So in studying the function xAx we can restrict to the case where
x E Sl ={ x E Rn IH x II= 1}.
Remember the definition of Cx :=x Z < 0}.
Take a x close to x, then:
Ax Ax
I P(Z x <0)P(Z<0) I
P(Cx)P(CC) I
P( CxAC. )
So by (5.6) we conclude that:
Ax 0 asIIxx 0i.e. x --> As is continuous on S1.
By our assumption of frustration we also have that As > 0 for all x E Sl.
So by compactness of S1 :3-y > 0 s.t. Ax > -y > 0 Vx E S1
Fix x E Sl.
Define L(x) -,. fy : x y < 01.
Suppose y E L(x), then for k > 1:
So:
Hence:
So:
II kx + 71Y 112=11 kx 112 + II 71Y 112 +2ki7(x y)
(II kx + rlyIIII kx DO kx + IN II +11kx11) =11 77Y 112 +21/(x y)
1177Y 112 +2100 Y) 11171Y 112 -I-21/(xY)
11kx + 71YH Hkx11=
k
11ICX+7701+11kX1111X+b11+11X11
77(xy)
II kx + 77yH 11kx11 22
11 xH' =ii(xy)
Also, by the A- inequality:
II kx + 71y II II kx11 5 11 77Y H
as koo
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with f II qy II dv(y) = 7/ f IIyIIdv(y) < oo, by the assumption we made in the
beginning of this section.
So by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we get
iimk_co [ Hkx + qy II HkxH [dv(y) = 7) i
(x)
(xy) dv(y) < 0
L(x) L
by definition of L(x) and our frustration-assumption.
Hence:
Vx 3kx Vk ?_ kx:jII kx + 17YH Hkx IIdv(y) < 0
L(x)
The function xkx is continuous.
For "th E SI close enough to x, there existscs > 0 such that
L)
Hkr + 71y II11kx IIdv(y) < c, < 026
So Vk > kx Vi in a small open neighborhood Nx of x :
L(x)H ki. + 71Y11 11k±' 11dv(y) < cx < 0
The union of {Nx:x E S1} forms an open cover of S1. Then by compactness
of S1 we can find a set {x1,... ,XL}such that their corresponding neighborhoods
Nx...,NxL form a finite open subcover of S1.
Now define
and
Then we can conclude
komax(kx... ,k,L)
So:
c _-- min(cx ... , cxL)
Vk > koVx E S1:I[H kx + 71y HH kx II] dv(Y) c < 0
I,(x)
Vk > koV x E Si:E(11 wn-FiII11 kxlIl ton = kx) 5. c
Define K := {x III x Il< 4}, a compact set, with \(K) > 0. Then:
E( I I wn+a i l x l i 1wn = x ) 5_ -c for all x ct K
Observe that xE( II wn+1 II Iwn = x) is continuous,
SOE(HWn+1HHXHI Wn=x) is a continuous function of X.
Then by compactness of K we conclude:
3 B > 0: E( II wn+i II II x III wn = x ) <B< oo for all x E K
because a continuous function on a compact set is bounded.
0
The results of Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 imply that, under the assumptionswe
made, the conditions in Theorem 5.1 [Tweedie,1975]are satisfied. These conditions
are sufficient conditions for our Markov process to be ergodic. So we can apply this
theorem and conclude the following:Theorem 5.1
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Define the following Markov process in Rn:
wn +1 = wn + nZn+11(wn Zn+i < 0)
with Ivo arbitrary and ii > 0 fixed.
Assume {Zn, n> 0} is an i.i.d.sequence, defined on a space Z C R.'', with
Ell Z1 II< oo. Assume that the induced probability measure v of Zn is absolutely
continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure A.
Finally assume non-separability:
P(Zw<O)> 0,VwElln,VZE3
Then the sequence {wn, n> 0} is an ergodic Markov process,
that is there exists an unique invariant probability distribution 1271,i.e.
3! /in s.t. pn(A)=IP(y,d,an(y),VA E B(Rn).
We have the following corollary, as a consequence of theorem 5.1:
Corollary 5.1 (Tweedie,1974)
Suppose that we have the same assumptions as in Theorem 5.1.
Then:
1
P(wk+i E Awk = y) ±±* if (A) as n oo.
n
Actually we can replace this corollary by the following stronger statement:
Corollary 5.2 (Pollard and Tweedie,1975)
Assume that the conditions in theorem 5.1 hold.
Then for any initial distribution v on IV we have:
H-1fEPi(y,)dv(y) () IlTv --+ 0 as n
wherell
400
MTV denotes the total variation norm and Pi(y, x) = P(ton+i = x?Dm = y).
A special application, where the conditions in the theorem are satisfied, is thecase
where the inputvectors {Zn, n > 0} are normally distributed.
We'll study this case in the next chapter.28
Chapter 6
The Gaussian case
6.1Introduction
Consider again the perceptron algorithm:
eart-1-1 = wn + 7T,Cni-i 1(wn.xn+, <o)
In chapter 5 we saw sufficient conditions for this weight process to be ergodic in
the non-separable case. We are interested in non-separable cases where we have
geometric ergodicity for this weight process, that is:
P(wk+n E A 1wk = y) --4 tin (A) VA by , as n --+ co
where 1f1 denotes again our unique invariant distribution.
One example, where the conditions in theorem 5.1 are satisfied is thecase where the
input vectors are normally distributed. So applying this theorem we conclude that
in the Gaussian case our weight process is ergodic. We'll see in this chapter that
a slightly modificated weight process is geometric ergodic in the two-dimensional
Gaussian case, so that in this situation the process converges in distribution to the
invariant distribution.
From now on assume that the input vectors and the weights are two-dimensional
vectors.
The aim of the perceptron algorithm is to construct a vectorw, such that the sep-
aration line {x: xw= 0} results in a minimal number of classification errors.29
:z w = 0}
Figure 5. The two-dimensional case
In the separable case we concluded from the perceptron convergence theorem that
wn > w*, where the line { x:x w* = 0} is such that we don't make any classifica-
tion errors.
In the construction of the optimal separation line the length of the vector w is of
no importance. We are just interested in the angle that wmakes with the x-axis,
because this angle determines the direction of the separation line. It doesn't matter
for the separation line if we make our vector w longer or shorter to a vector with the
same direction and with length 1.
Figure 6. The circle 8'
wn+i z = 0}30
That's why, without loss of generality, we can restrict to the case where 11 w II. 1
for our weight vectors. So from now on we work on the compact set S', instead of
the space R2.
We change the algorithm as follows:
wo arbitrary, II wo II= 1
(6.1)
Wn+71(t(Xn+1)Ywn (Xn+1))Xn+1 Wn+i =iitun+n(t(Xn+i )Ywn (Xn+i ))Xn+i ii
The angle between wn+1 and the x-axis stays the same, the length of wn+i becomes
1. The separation line {x:x wn+i = 0} doesn't change. See figure 6.
In the next section we'll prove that this weight process, which is a Markov process
on the circle S1, is a geometric ergodic process when the input vectors are normally
distributed.
6.2Geometric ergodicity
Definition 6.1
Let Fsi be the collection of Borel sets on Si.
A function p(.,.): Si x Fsi[0,1] is called a stochastic transition function if it
satisfies the following properties:
I. p(,.) determines, for a fixedE 51, a probability measure on Fsi
2. p(., A) determines, for a fixed A E Fsi, a Fsi- measurable function
The n-step transition probabilities, examples of stochastic transition functions,are
calculated in the following inductive way:
p(1V,A) = I)(, A) = P(wk+l E A I wk = 0
P(11-1-1)(, A)= P(wk+n+i E A I wk = ) = fsi PN(a, A)p(, da)31
The probability that wn belongs to the set A is calculated in the following inductive
way:
P(wn E A)p(A),for n = 0
P(w, E A) = fs p(n)(a, A)p(dcr),for n > 1
When this probability doesn't depend on n, then we call the {wn }- process strictly
stationary and p(.) a stationary or invariant probability distribution.
p(72)(, ) is a measure on Fsi for alland n, therefore by the Lebesgue decomposition
it has an absolutely continuous and a singular component with respect to Lebesgue
measure co on Sl, that is we can write:
P(n)(, A)=
APOnV a)Co(da)A(n) (, A),
with knV, ) a Fsi-measurable function for allE S1 and A(n)(,) a measure on
Fsl.
Theorem 6.1 (Doob,1953)
Let cp denote the Lebesgue measure on S1.
Suppose:
30 < 6 <1 s.t. p,Y-V,a) > S,b, a E S1 (6.2)
Then there exists an invariant probability distribution i.t() such that:
p(n) (,A)p(A) < (16)7', n =1, 2,...
Can we apply this theorem to the weight process generated by (6.1)?
For this we have to determine whether condition (6.2) holds for this process.
Reduce again to the case where t(x), the desired output of vector x, is identically
equal to 1.32
Theorem 6.2
Suppose the Markov process fw,n > 01 is generated by the following algorithm:
wo random, 11 wo II= 1
(6.3)
W711-77(1(wnXn+ )<O)Xn-I-1
wn +1 =liwn+7)(1(wnxn+i)<o)Xn+111
where the inputvectors Xn+1 are normally N2(p, I) distributed.
Define W)(,) to be the absolutely continuous component of p(1)(, ), the 1 -step tran-
sition probabilities for fwn,n > 01, with respect to cp.
Then Th(31)(,) satisfies condition (6.2).
Proof
Let 77, the learning parameter, be a fixed, positive number.
We are interested in the conditional distribution of wn+1, given wn.
The following holds:
P(wn+1 E A I wn ==(wn, Xn+1) E A wn == P (fXn+i) E A)
because Xn+i is independent of wn.
Here A C S1 and
So:
+77(1(t-xn+i)<0)xn+1 f =u+n(1(c.xn+1)<0)xn+iii
f(,Xn-F1)
C
+nxn +1
I IS+nXn +1II
with probability pP(Xn+1
with probability 1p
We try to calculate the distribution of
U-i-vxn-1-1
Define Yn+i + 71Xn+1. Consider two cases:
Step 1. The calculation of L(Yn+1), the distribution of Yn+i
We have Xn+1 ^ N2(11, so Yn+1N2( 7u.2,772/).
The density of Yn.+.1 is then:
1 , p(y) = -6.,70---nti)T(Y--nii)
271-77
> 0)
(6.4)Step 2. The calculation of .C(Y'---2-+-)
II Y.-Fill
IIY'---1-Is a point on Si, with coordinates (cos(p,simp).
-Fill
Define the density of (coscp,sin(p) on S1, by the density of (p on [0, 27r].
G.
0
Figure 7. An example of a density function on [0, 27r]
Consider the following function:
or:
9: (Yi , Y2) --* (Vy? +y2,arctan(Y2))
Yi
g : (rcoscp, rsimp) --4 (r, c7o)
2r
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Define g((p) to be the density function of (p = arctan(). We are trying to calculate
Y1
q((p).First calculate the density function of (Vy? + 0, arctan(22-)).Denote this yi
function by s(r,,cp).
Then:
s(r,,(p)
=
P9(yi,y2)(r, Co)
p(y1,y2)(g-1(r,(p)).I det Jac9 -i (r, (p) 134
p(y1,y2)(rcosy, rsiny). r
p- 2(rcosco-6 ,rsimp-6-ntL2)(rcoscp-6 ,rsins0-6 -7)42)T r1.
211-77
Then:
q(cio)fos(r,c,o)dr,
This is the density function of 177-
There holds s(r, c,o) = r p(rcosy,r since) > 0,Vr > 0,Vc,o E [0, 27], because p is a
normal density function.
Hence:
q(c,o)= fos(r, y)dr > 0,Vy E [0, 2r] (6.5)
Also q is continuous, because:
rs(r,c,o) is integrable over [0, oo),Vcp E [0, 271-]
because s(r, (to) = r p(rcosc,o,rsiny), with p a normal distribution
s(r,c,o) is continuous in yo for almost all r E [0, oo)
because cos(y) and sin((,o) are continuous functions,so
limh_,op(rcos(y + h), rsin(y + h)) = p(rcosy, rsiny)
because p is a normal distribution, so it is continuous in both variables
3g(r) integrable, non-negative and independent of cp such that:
s(r,c,o)< g(r),Vr > 0, E [0, 27r]
Intuitively it's clear that such a function g exists, because if r --+ oo then
p(rcosy, rsincp) > 0,flee E [0, 27] and so s(r,c,o)0,Vcp E [0, 271-].
However it's hard to determine such a function g explicitely.
Now we can apply the lemma, an application of the dominatedconvergence theorem,
which states that the three upper conditions imply that q(co)=frs(rop)dr is
continuous on [0, 27-].The continuity of q and equation (6.5) now imply that:
360 > 0 such that q(cp) > So,V (,o E [0, 27r]
We conclude from (6.4) that:
P(1)(, A)
=
P(wn+i E A 1ton = 0
= {w7, and Xn+1 are independent}
P(Ignnt++:11 E A,aro-i0) + P(4. E A,Xn+1
= {and Xri+i are independent}
=
> 0)
< 0) + P( E A) P(an-f-i > 0) P(II:++ 717? xx n++:11 e AI )(n+1 5- 0) P(xn+1
(1p)P(
11C-i-nxn+111 C+nxn+1E A 1Xn+1 <0) + p PV E A)
= {is a fixed vector in SI}
(1P) fit q((P)1(Circosip+6rsimp<o)dco + pae(A)
with q the density of iliY;,;7.1iii and Sc(A) the Dirac measure ofon A C S1.
Define WV, a) E (1 (ap)co) ,l,p (r, cp). ., . , ,(eircos+C2rsinv<o)with a
Further define 0(1)(, A) -_- pbc(A), then we get the following:
p(1) V, A) = iii/41)(e,a)so(da) + 0(1)V, A)
with co the Lebesgue measure on Sl.
From (6.6) we conclude:
POI)(,a)
= (1P)q(C°)1(6rcosco+c2rsinco<o)
> (1p)q((p)
> (1p)6o E 6 ,V e, a E S1
Hence we proved that p,(31) (, a) satisfies (6.2)
0
35
(6.6)36
Theorem 6.2 tells us that, in the case of two-dimensional Gaussian input vectors,
the normalized weight sequence results in an absolutely continuous component of its
1-step transition probabilities, that satisfies (6.2).
Hence we can apply Theorem 6.1 and conclude:
Corollary 6.1
Suppose that the Markov process on S1 is generated by algorithm (6.3).
Suppose that the input vectors Xn are normally N2(p, I) distributed.
Denote p(nV, A) = P(wn E A 1 wo= 0
Then there exists 0 < S <1 and an invariant distribution 11() such that:
13(nVI A)p(A) 1 < (16)n -1,Vn > 1,VA C F51,Ve E Si
i.e.
P(nVI A) + it(A)as n > oo VA C F51 ,V4. E S1
6.3Simulations
Consider our original perceptron algorithm:
Wn+1 = wn + 71(t(Xn+1)Ywn(Xn+1))Xn-f-1
where:
ywn(Xn+i )=
1
1if wn Xn+i > 0
0otherwise
Assume that the input vectors x with t(x) = 1 are N2((1, 0), I)- distributed and the
vectors with t(x) = 0 :N2((--ii, 0), /), with ii, > 0.
The optimal separation line, which results in a minimal number of expected classi-
fication errors is the y-axis. The second coordinate of the optimal weight vector is
0.
Let 7/ = 0.01 and observe how the weight process developes in 2000 iterations.
Figure 9 (a) shows that the weight process in R2converges to a neighborhood of the
origin, when wo = (0,1). Figures 9 (b) and (c) show the same phenomena when the37
starting weight vector is respectively (0, 1) and (-1, 0). In figure 10 we see that
when we start in (1, 0), we move around the x-axis to a neighborhood of the origin.
These four processes occur under the influence of the following vector field:
1
-.......
/
t
"*...........
Figure 8. The vector field
Our main interest is the size of cp, = arctan("n(i) )-)
,the angle between wn and the w
x-axis. This is because the separation line {x : x wn = 0} is only depending on the
angle (7o, and not on the length of the vector wn. The optimal angle is in our case 0.
Figure 11 shows the graph of n > ww,2111 = tan(c,on), for the case whereij = 0.01, N =
2000 and wo = (1, 0). We see that until about 1100 iterations the angle remains
close to the optimal angle 0. It describes the same process, that we saw in figure 10.
However after 1100 iterations we are stuck in a small neighborhood of the origin and
the process is oscillating under the influence of the discontinuity point (0,0). The
angle is fluctuating and doesn't stay in a neighborhood of 0.
In figure 12 we see the same phenomenon for17 = 0.002, N = 10, 000 and wo = (1, 0).
After 6000 iterations the process is going to oscillate.
Now consider again the case where we have normalized weight vectors.
That is we consider the following algorithm:
wn +1 =
II wn + 71(t(Xn+1)Ywn(Xn+1))Xn+1 II
wn + 77(t(Xn+i)Ywn (Xn+l ))Xn+i38
Again assume that the input vectors x with t(x) = 1 are N2((p, 0), .0-distributed
and the vectors with t(x) = 0 : N2((p, 0), I), where it > 0.
The optimal weight vector is (1, 0), because for this vector the separation line is the
y-axis and the input vectors with positive x- coordinate are classified to be 1, and
the vectors with negative coordinate to be 0. Using the results from corollary 6.1 we
know that the conditional distribution of wri, given the value of w0, converges to the
invariant distribution /../ =
Assume that wo = (1, 0). This is no restriction because in using the algorithm we
could, after one step, end up in any other point on the circle with positive probability.
Now if the function rile is continuous, then this would imply that
,if 7/ 0
Now p° = 6(1,0) because if i = 0 then after applying the algorithm the weights stay
to be (1, 0).So if 77 -4 1fis continuous then we have convergence of the weight
vectors to the optimal vector (1, 0), if we let i -4 0. The question remains whether
this assumption of continuity is true. We conjecture that the distribution of py
converges to the distribution concentrated at the optimal weight vector (1, 0). This
is actually supported by computer simulations, but we haven't been able to find a
rigorous proof.
Let i = 0.1, N = 2000 and w0 = (1, 0).Figure 13 shows that the angles live in
a small neighborhood of the assymptotically stable equilibrium point (1, 0) on the
circle. This is an illustration of the advantage of not working in R2, but on the circle
Si.
Figure 14 illustrates the same effect, when we use 71 = 0.01, N = 2000 and w0 =
(1, 0). The weights again are living in a neighborhood of (1, 0) and the corresponding
separation lines in a neighborhood of the y-axis.
Figures 15 and 16 show the histograms of the angles, when N = 5000 and w0= (1, 0)
for respectivally= 0.1 and i = 0.01. The angles are centered around 0.(a). (b).
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Figure9.TheweightprocessforN = 2000,n = 0.01and
(a)wo = (0, 1),(b).wo = (0, 1),(c)wo = (-1, 0)0.075
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Figure 10. The weight process for N = 2000,= 0.01 and w0 = (1, 0)0.6
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Figure 11. The graph of tan(wn)= ituLfor N = 2000,ri = 0.01 and wo = (1, 0)
Figure 12. The graph of tan(con) for N = 10, 000, 77 = 0.002 and w0 = (1, 0)ft,
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